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3. Evaluation assurance level (EAL) specifies what and to what extent must be validated
4. Independent laboratory validates the claims

expensive, time-demanding

5. 📄 You receive the certification and sell your stuff to governments 💰💰💰

A certificate is valid for ~3-6 years and can be partially updated with maintenance updates.
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Certification artifacts are written by people for people.

The artifacts are pdf files; with typos and not always in English.
There’s no unique naming (or IDs) of the certified devices.

Difficult linking to vulnerability databases.

Difficult to build reference graphs.

They are not meant to be processed automatically.
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Our approach
Don’t try to change CC or FIPS 140 schemes.

Build a tool capable of robust processing of certification artifacts.
Automate all that we can.

Build a frontend for it.

Analyze interesting trends and write a paper about those.
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View the results
print(dset.to_pandas().head(n=3))
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1. Read all text files and match regular expressions

"AES[-]*(?�128|192|256|)"

2. Clean the matched expressions
3. Correlate with external database

National Vulnerability Database

🤝 Plug in your data source here

Extracted data
Certification IDs

Security assurance requirements
Security functional components

References to other standards (FIPS, ISO/IEC, …)

Security levels
Javacard platform, API constants

Cryptographic algorithms

Utilized elliptic curves
Cryptographic libraries

Defenses

Vulnerabilities
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certif�cate = dset["5efe98a1ba4df4d7"]
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other = CommonCriteriaCert.from_json("./certif�cate.json")
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PDF data
"rules_crypto_algs": {

"ECDSA": 7,

"RNG": 10,

"RSA-2048": 1,

"RSA2048": 2,

"RSA4096": 2,

"TDES": 2,

"TRNG": 4},

"rules_crypto_libs": {"v1.02.013": 28},

"rules_defenses": {

"DFA": 5,

"DPA": 6,

"SPA": 5,

"physical probing": 1,

"physical tampering": 1},

"rules_ecc_curves": {"P-192": 2},

"rules_standard_id": {

"AIS31": 3,

"FIPS PUB 197": 1,

"RFC 5639": 1,

"RFC5639": 1},

"rules_vendor": {"Inf�neon": 40}
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Very secure smartcards
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When to watch out for vulnerabilities

Lifecycle of a product vs. its vulnerabilities
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Several classes of SAR, e.g., ATE  – product tests
ATE_COV  - test coverage, levels, 3 levels

ATE_IND  - independent testing, 3 levels

We collected SARs from the certificates

💡 Idea: Level of SARs (EALs) should be negatively correlated to number and severity of vulnerabilities
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Are SARs correlated with vulnerabilities?
Sometimes sketchy numbers, support of ~500 certificates, weak correlations

EAL negatively correlated to the number of vulns ( ), and their avg. severity ( )
With high test coverage ( ATE_COV ) and good functional tests ( ATE_FUN ) you can acually expect more

vulns ( )

Highest negative correlation with severity: ALC_DVS
Life-cycle support - development security, 

Highest negative correlation with vuln. number: ATE_IND

Independent tests, 
Only 25 SARs evaluated, so no "extreme by random" results expected
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Live demo
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Some links worth exploring
CVE profile: seccerts.org/vuln/cve/CVE-2017-15361

Certificate profile: seccerts.org/cc/5efe98a1ba4df4d7/
Fulltext search: seccerts.org/cc/ftsearch/

Notebook: seccerts.org/docs/notebooks/examples/common_criteria.html
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Conclusions
Certification schemes are a mess

We try to make sense of them with data analysis
This is a long term project

CVE analysis: not great, not terrible

References analysis: Many complex dependencies, complicated to analyze
Future work: massive potential for NLP

Contributions are welcomed!
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Learn More

Slides: ajanovsky.cz/europen.pdf
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Web | Documentation | GitHub Repo

https://ajanovsky.cz/europen.pdf
https://seccerts.org/
https://seccerts.org/docs/index.html
https://github.com/crocs-muni/sec-certs


Open-source development at university
Junior developers

Prepare the project for your leave
So that issues can be fixed semi-automagically

When they finally learn it, they leave for different project

Some advice
Let them do what they want to do
Constraint their space for errors as much as possible

Use linters, enforce code style, protect branches, enforce tests, …
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